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PLANETARY BOUNDARIES, 

ECOLOGICAL FRAMEWORKS, 

THRIVING FUTURES:







A WIDER VIEW:

THE CURRENT STATE OF THE EARTH

HUMANKIND’S PLACE IN EARTH HISTORY

LET’S BEGIN WITH THE WORLD THEY’RE 
INHERITING, 

THE WORLD WE LIVE IN

















PLANETARY BOUNDARIES FRAMEWORK:

A SAFE OPERATING SPACE FOR HUMANITY

STOCKHOLM RESILIENCE CENTER

“WELCOME TO THE ANTHROPOCENE”

YOUTUBE VIDEO

















Human Imprint on Marine Ecosystems

Fisheries collapse
– The Atlantic cod stocks off the east 

coast of Newfoundland collapsed in 
1992, forcing the closure of the 
fishery

– Depleted stocks may not recover 
even if harvesting is significantly 
reduced or eliminated entirely

– About 50% of all fish stocks are 
fully exploited, 15-18% are 
overexploited, and 9-10% have 
been depleted or are recovering 
from depletion

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005,
Steffen et al. 2004



















~ INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION, 1950S “GREAT ACCELERATION”
~ ADVANCES IN SCIENCE INCLUDING REMNANT SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY OF WWII
~ CONSUMERISM/MARKETING/ECONOMIC “GROWTH IMPERATIVE”
~ GLOBALIZATION OF TRADE, FINANCE, COMMUNICATION, TOURISM, ETC
~ PRIVATIZATION AND COMMODITIZATION OF “THE COMMONS”, “PUBLIC GOODS”
~ ECONOMIC BOTTOM LINE (PROFIT), LACK OF ACCOUNTING OF “EXTERNALITIES”
~ TECHNOLOGY/MEDIA/COMMUNICATION
~ DRAMATIC SHIFTS IN POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC STRUCTURES
~ INCREASING POPULATION GROWTH
~ INCREASING FOOD AND ENERGY DEMANDS….

SCALE ~ COMPLEXITY ~ SPEED 
LACK OF: KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM, WIDER VIEW, 

HUMANITY’S PLACE, GRASP OF RESPONSIBILITIES, 
CONSEQUENCES

A HUMANKIND OUT OF SINC WITH A LIVNG EARTH, 
HER SYSTEMS, AND HER ABILITY TO SUSTAIN US

HOW DID WE ARRIVE HERE?



“Sit, be still and listen.

For you are drunk,

And we are on the edge of the roof.”

~Rumi, 13th century Persian poet, scholar, jurist

“We are part of the Earth,

And it is part of us, 

What befalls the Earth

Befalls the sons of Earth.”     

~Chief Seattle, 1852

“When the stakes are life on earth, all else is a diversion.”

~ Susan Murphy, American zen teacher

“





ECOLOGICAL 
FRAMEWORKS

“We can not solve our problems with the same 
thinking that created it”

~Albert Einstein



ICEBERG FRAMEWORK FOR ADDRESSING 
GLOBAL ISSUES

actions

existing 
structures, 
institutions 

old worldviews, old 
stories 



Life-affirming actions 
in sync with Earth’s 
ability to sustain us

?

new ecological worldviews, 
new stories: 

The Well-being of Earth and 
Humankind are One



ECOLOGICAL WORLDVIEWS GIVE RISE TO
EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES AND INNOVATIONS

Systems thinking
Advances in science

sustainability science, soil science, toxicology……

Advances in technology
internet’s global communication and connectivity: new ways to share, learn, gather…

Ecological economics 
from maximizing profit, to sustaining life; regenerative over extractive economies; an
accounting of “externalities”;  triple bottom line; ecological and sacred economics…

Ecological design/waste reduction 
cradle to cradle design, biomimicry, composting, zero waste…

Social marketing for sustainability
Ecological governance 

UN Sustainability Goals, COP 21 Paris; national, regional, local policies…

Food security and sustainability 
small scale local organic gardening and farming, csa farms, composting, permaculture…

Ecological art
New stories, new heroes
Spiritual ecology 

belonging, abundance, aliveness, gratitude, service, pathways for life in the Anthropocene 



“

MORE IDEAS, INDIVIDUALS AND 
ORGANIZATIONS REFLECTING 
ECOLOGICAL WORLDVIEWS



~ Thriving lives and livelihoods

~ Abundant secure food systems

~ Abundant secure water

~ Renewable, secure, clean energy

~ Healthy and productive ecosystems

~ Governance for thriving societies

Triple bottom line PLANET

SOCIETY

ECONOMY

PLANET

ECONOMYSOCIETY



~ Father Thomas Berry: earth-based spirituality
~ Sister Miriam MacGillis: Genesis Farm
~ Susan Murphy: zen buddhist teacher
~ Vandana Shiva: physicist, food security and social

justice activist
~ Winona LaDuke: voice for indigenous consciousness
~ Wendell Berry: literary master, organic farmer
~ Bill Plotkin: psychologist, soul of the planet 
~ Mary Evelyn Tucker: academic scholar, author
~ Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee: sufi teacher, author
~ Brian Thomas Swimme: mathematical cosmologist
~ John Stanly & Davis Loy: engaged Buddhists

incorporating scientific realism
~ Satish Kumer: eco-philosopher, editor, college

founder,  (soil, soul, society)
~ Joanna Macy: eco-philosopher, spiritual activist
~ Thich Nhat Hanh: zen buddist monk



Thriveable Future Frameworks:

Inner Transformations,

Outer Actions
Four e’s: ecology, economy, equity, education

Four c’s: compassion, creative, conscious, connected

SPIRALS: scalable, place-making, intergenerational, resilient, accessible, life-
affirming, self-care

COURAGE:  compassion, openness, understanding, regeneration, action,  gratitude, 
empathy

















Town of Scarborough Pest Management Policy  
  

Adopted September 21, 2011  

  

SECTION I. POLICY.  

  

All pesticides are toxic to some degree and the widespread use of pesticides is both a major 

environmental problem and a public health issue. Federal regulation of pesticides is no guarantee of 

safety.  

  

Scarborough recognizes that the use of pesticides may have profound effects upon indigenous plants, 

surface water and ground water, as well as unintended effects upon people, birds and other animals in 

the vicinity of treated areas. Scarborough recognizes that all citizens, particularly children, have a right 

to protection from exposure to hazardous chemicals and pesticides.  

  

Scarborough recognizes that it is in the best interest of public health to eliminate the use of pesticides 

on town- owned lands; to encourage reduction and elimination of pesticide use on private property; 

and to introduce cultural and management practices to prevent, and when necessary, address pest 

problems on town-owned land.  

  

Scarborough supports the Precautionary Principle (as defined by the Wingspread Statement of January 

1998) as the basis for its Pest Management Policy. The Precautionary Principle states, "When an 

activity raises threats of harm to the environment or human health, precautionary measures should be 

taken, even if some cause and effect relationships are not yet fully established."  

  

Therefore, it is the express policy of Scarborough to refrain from the use of pesticides upon property 

it owns, uses or controls, except in situations that pose an imminent threat of serious injury to persons, 

property or agriculture.  

  

SECTION II. AUTHORITY.  

  

The Scarborough Town Manager shall oversee the implementation of the Pest Management Policy. A 

Pest Management Advisory Committee shall act in an advisory capacity to develop and oversee a Pest 

Management program consistent with this policy, and advise the Town Manager of any problems 

encountered or amendments required to achieve the full and successful implementation of this policy.   

  

The Pest Management Advisory Committee may have additional responsibilities granted by the Town. 

The Pest Management Advisory Committee shall work with the Town Manager to keep pesticide use 

at or near zero levels.  





Permaculture is an 
ecological design process…

which mimics Nature’s wisdom, systems and 
patterns; is based in ethics; and supportive of 
human needs. It is a regenerative, holistic, 
systems-approach to cultivating resilience, 
abundance and thrivability at the personal and 
community levels.



Permaculture is best known as an organic food production system, offering pathways of evolution for organic 

gardening. With it twelve guiding principles and focus on building living soil, techniques include:

~no-till practices
~closed-loop systems
~stacked functions
~food forests
~sheet mulching
~edible perennials
~plant guilds
~polycultures
~herb spirals
~chicken tractors
~water catchment systems

….and “permablitzs”

More broadly, permaculture challenges our wider worldview with 

systems thinking, horticultural and sustainability science, pattern literacy, transition modelling, and spiritual and deep 
ecology. Such concepts can be integrated, designed and radiate globally into: food security systems; regenerative over 
extractive economies; strategies for climate adaption; environmental restoration; renewable energies for post carbon 
societies; urban and suburban redesign; non-currency exchanges; collaborative participatory processes; and more.

Permaculture helps us “consciously live our way” toward a 
necessary new story for humankind.

The story involves humanity’s inner collective transformation and its evolving reflection in the restored 
outer landscape and systems of Earth. Earth urgently calls us now, offering feedback, and permaculture 
teaches us to listen, to follow Earth’s lead, to act.





Permablitz for

The Bees!
Local apiary property 

Portland Permaculture Meetup



































Two Hoops Transition Model, Bob Steigler, www.newstories.org
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You, Earth, its systems and all living things are One. 

How will that change how you live your life?

What legacy will you leave your children and grandchildren?



…and will that 

include composting?  
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